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An Optimal State of Well-Being

S

he was drawn to our agency for reasons we often hear
repeated by volunteers: wanting to "meet like-minded people who want to give back and serve the
community."

Having completed her Master's degree in San Francisco,
Kim Nguyen LAc, Dipl
OM, MSTCM was familiar
with the Haight Ashbury
Free Clinic that opened in
1967. The clinic became a
model for the modern form
of the free clinic.
We opened as Fan Free
Clinic in 1970 influenced
by those efforts in San
Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury
neighborhood.
Kim is a volunteer acupuncturist offering patient
sessions twice a month at Health Brigade. "People have
been so appreciative. Many have been surprised that the
treatment doesn't hurt."
Kim calls acupuncture "a safe, natural and pleasurable way
to send endorphins into the bloodstream." The experience
creates calm instead of anxiety. "The body always wants
to maintain its optimal state of well-being," she said. This
modality helps it along.
Tiny needles, "hair-thin like the size of a cat whisker,"are

inserted into the extremities and sometimes the head and
ears during a 45-minute session. Usually about 13 needles
are used, depending on what condition the person presents
with. She has already treated about 75 patients at HB.
From Northern Virginia, Kim has been an acupuncturist for
over 11 years. She practiced in Falls Church and Tysons
Corner, VA. She and her
family moved to Richmond
with a desire to have a
"better pace of life...less
traffic, less congestion,
great schools." But, she
still makes house calls to
clients in McClean.
Kim just opened her practice, Effective Wisdom, in
Hickory Park next to the
Shady Grove YMCA. She is
set up for private patients
Right photo: Kim is assisted each sesand for group treatments
sion by Ginat Fardous, a medical clinic
volunteer who just graduated from VCU. with three recliners and a
massage table.
If you are a volunteer or staff member who would like a
session with Kim, contact Gaya Zeleznick at gzeleznick@
healthbrigade.org.
If you are interested in receiving acupuncture outside of HB,
you can contact Kim at 804-390-3009. Her website is effectivewisdom.com You can also check her out on Instagram at
effectivewisdom and KimNguyenLAC on Facebook.
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Health Brigade provides exceptional health services to those least served
in a caring and non-judgmental environment.
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Out in the Community

Hbers Sarah Johnson and Luca
ealth Outreach team mem-

Connolly represented Health
Brigade at the Day of Purpose
for the Second Annual Black
Pride RVA on Saturday, July 20
at Diversity Richmond.

Leadership Academy

T

he 5th annual Leadership Academy, July 26-27, 2019 in Glen
Allen, VA, was designed to be a foundational training experience
for emerging leaders. It included leaders from VCA’s Chapters &
Divisions Executive Boards and award recipients.
The following HB staff and volunteers attended the Virginia
Counseling Association (VCA) Leadership Academy: Ari Laoch,
VA-ALGBTIC: Virginia Association for Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, and
Transgender Issues in Counseling (VA- ALGBTIC) president and
RACA Community Counselor Liaison
Lakesha Roney, Richmond Area Counseling Association (RACA) president
Muriel Azria-Evans, Richmond Area Counseling Association (RACA) treasurer
Waseem Amin, Emerging Student Leader Award winner
Autumn Randell, RACA Graduate Student Fellow and Chair
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New Staff
Colin King is a recent
graduate of the VCU MSW
program. During his second year in the program he
interned at Health Brigade in
Mental Health and Wellness
providing counseling and
also volunteered at the needle exchange. He is excited
to be back with the CHR program. He hopes to
continue the program’s effort to expand service
access to individuals who use drugs and reduce
the stigma of injection drug use.

W

Extended Community

hen Mental Health & Wellness Director Muriel
Azria-Evans noticed the counseling rooms were
beginning to show wear and tear, she soon discovered
there were no funds available aat this time to improve
them. So, she went to family and friends on Facebook to
explain the need and the benefit our mental health clients would receive from any donations. Her circle raised
$2821!!! This money purchased six new swivel faux
leather chairs, new lamp shades, room decor items and
seven office chairs for the Super Cube. On behalf of our
clients, many thanks to Muriel and her circle.
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Staff Birthdays

JANUARY		

Zeleznick, Gaya			24
FEBRUARY
Herrera, Carmen			 4
MARCH
Mansfield, Victoria			
Charles, Ernest			
Johnson, Sarah			
Bennett-Gayle, Fletcher		

7
14
14
19

APRIL
Levine, Julian			6
Legato, Karen			

19

Bowman, Felicia			

25

MAY
Burch, Jamie			

16

King, Colin			

19

Foster, Polly			

20

Jeter, Kelsea			

22

Key, Robert			

26

JUNE
Schwalm, Chelsea			

9

Turbyne-Pollard, Heather 		

13

Canessa, Ace			22
Kincaid, Cristina 			

27

JULY		
Ciongoli, Danielle			
Klein, Wendy 			
Jennings, Elyse			

2
5
25

AUGUST		
Thompson, Kristine		
Fisher, Jasmine			
Carter, Melanie			
Laoch, Ari			
Abdulmumit, Jihad			

6
12
13
25
30

SEPTEMBER
Kincaid, Nidian			

11

Sharma, Manju			

14

OCTOBER
Wittig, Danielle			

14

Westerholm, Emily			

17

NOVEMBER
Owusu, Phyllis 			

6

Roney, Lakesha			

16

Peters, Edward			

20

DECEMBER
Sulik, Julie			
Judy, Liana			
Gregory, Leah			
Azria-Evans, Muriel		
Matthews, James			
			

8
20
22
24
28
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Internships at Health Brigade
From Hannah...

F

or the previous eight weeks, the
medical clinic here at Health Brigade has been my home between
the hours of 8:00 and 5:00. I am so
grateful to have completed my summer internship in a unique environment which is perpetually conducive
to growing and learning.

SHECP Washington and Lee University interns Jennifer
Bentz and Hannah Freibert worked for 8 weeks in the
Medical Clinic this summer.

From Jennifer...

M

y internship at Health Brigade has been an invaluable and profoundly formative experience. I admire
the work that Health Brigade does and the values it
upholds, and I am honored to have been a part of its
mission for the last eight weeks.
This summer has affirmed my desire to pursue a career
in healthcare, and I can only hope that I end up in an
environment as wonderful as this one. The people here
are truly dedicated to the wellbeing of each person who
walks through Health Brigade’s doors, and their compassion and devotion has been an inspiration to me.
In preparing to part ways, I am reminded of how much
of a group effort this has been. I have loved becoming
a part of this team and working with the many personalities in it, and I will genuinely miss it when I’m gone.
I hope to be back again someday, but until then, I wish
everyone the best and thank you all so much for the
opportunity!

As a pre-medicine Biology Major
and Poverty Studies Minor at Washington and Lee University, I looked
forward to shadowing in a medical
clinic serving primarily uninsured,
under-resourced populations. With
the majority of my time spent interacting with clients, I’ve developed
a fond understanding of the ins and
outs that keep the clinic functioning.
Surpassing the clinic itself, though, I
was continuously inspired by the intersectionality of services that Health
Brigade offers in order to meet the
needs of its clients. The staff and
volunteers operate in ways that ensure clients with all experiences and
capabilities feel both comfortable
and respected- two pivotal pillars at
Health Brigade which are too frequently compromised for individuals
of diverse backgrounds in healthcare.
As I finish my time at Health Brigade, I carry a renewed drive to
bring these values with me as I begin my own venture into the medical
field.

